
175. Bundu mask 

Sande Society. Mendes peoples (West African forests of Sierra Leone and Liberia). 19th to 20th 

century C.E. Wood, cloth, and fiber (2 images) 

 Video at Khan Academy 

 This type of mask is used by the sande female society (women's secret society)  on the 

occasion of the most solemn anniversaries, while exercising justice, during funeral 

ceremonies and in the initiation that makes it possible to become a sande. 

o The Sande society initiates girls into adulthood by rituals including female genital mutilation.[1] It is 

alleged by its supporters to confer fertility, to instill notions of morality and proper sexual comportment, 

and to maintain an interest in the well-being of its members throughout their lives. 
o common features of all of these women's associations (found in several places in Africa) are: 

 Group initiation in a secluded area of the forest. 

 The use of Sande society names in lieu of birth names following initiation. 

 Hierarchically ranked female leadership. 

 A pledge of secrecy vis-a-vis men and uninitiated girls. 

 Female genital mutilation performed by female specialists. 

o  

  On the latter occasion, the masks are worn by women who have a certain standing 

within the society, to receive the younger women at the end of their three month's 

reclusion in the forest.  

 The long costume, that completes the mask, serves to disguise the whole body. 

  This mask represents the spirit of fecundity and is considered the incarnation of the 

female waters. 

  The masks always have female characteristics, even when they incarnate the male 

ancestral spirit.  

 The different elements that compose the masks of this type, the half-closed and 

lengthened eyes, the delicate contours of the lips, the slim nose, the serenity of the 

forehead, the complexity of the headdress and the presence of neck and nape refer not 

only to aesthetic values, but also to philosophical and religious concepts 

Iconography of the Mende/Vai helmet mask: 

This type of mask, also often called bundu, is worn at initiation ceremonies celebrating a successful transition 

into womanhood.[12] In Mende society "the term sowo refers to both the supernatural entity which represents the 

women's secret society, and the masked dancer whose polished black anthropomorphic helmet mask and black 

raphia-covered body the spirit invests with its presence and power."[13] 

In addition to the mask's appearance at girls' initiation ceremonies, sowo also "appears in public to mark 

important civic events such as the visits of important dignitaries and the coronations and funerals of important 
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chiefs. On these occasions, her presence is a means of impressing on the community the unity and strength of 

the female corporate body as well as Sande's political significance.”] 

… the Mende say a finely carved sowo mask is nyande ("good," "pretty," "beautiful" and aesthetically 

"pleasing") when it includes the following elements, each of which has a symbolic meaning: 

 Full forehead = Wisdom, intelligence 

 Somnolent, downcast eyes = Modesty 

 Shining black color = Mystery 

 Neck rings = Health and prosperity (as well as the mask's mythic rise out of the water) 

 Birds = Messengers between spirits and humans 

 Cowries = Wealth 

 White cloth = Ritual purity 

 Fish, snakes, tortoises = The riverine home of sowo 

 Antelope horns and lasimo (scripture) = "Good medicine" (hale nyande) 

 Three-legged cooking pot = represents sowo as a repository of women's knowledge, and as a symbol of 

domesticity 

In addition, the mask's eyes should be slightly oversized (indicating knowledge and wisdom), while the mask's 

nose and mouth should be slightly smaller than human-sized … 

… the mask represents the ideals of womanhood and the ideal image of feminine beauty, an everywoman versus 

a woman of extraordinary power, desired by all but attained by an elite few. As such, the mask "embodies and 

mediates contradictions between traditional feminine role models in the society and the actual political and 

economic power which women do have access to, if not consistently, then at least regularly and generally 

enough for that power to call forth a significant symbolic focus in the ideological realm 

Additional context: Alternating roles of the Sande and Poro (men’s) societies 

Throughout this region, the complementarity of men's and women's gender roles – evident in such diverse 

activities as farming, cloth production, and musical performances – reach full expression. The women's Sande 

and men's Poro associations alternate political and ritual control of "the land" (a concept embracing the natural 

and supernatural worlds) for periods of three and four years respectively. During Sande's sovereignty, all signs 

of the men's society are banished. 

At the end of this three-year period, the Sande leadership "turns over the land" to its counterparts in the Poro 

Society for another four years, and after a rest period the ritual cycle begins anew. The alternating three- and 

four-year initiation cycles for women and men respectively are one example of the widespread use of the 

numbers 3 and 4 to signify the gender of people, places and events; together the numbers equal seven, a sacred 

number throughout the region  
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